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ABSTRACT
Among the 12 documents selected for this annotated

bibliography of documents and journal articles in the ERIC database
is an expert's argument that the brain's multipath and multimodal
capacities are ignored by educators. Another writer fears that the
"back-to-basics" movement may have eclipsed the prominence earlier
accorded to thinking skills. One article outlines obstacles to the
effective teaching of thinking skills, and suggests five steps
educators can take to improve their teaching. Other entries include a
list of 11 criteria that must be met to establish a classroom
environment conducive to the development of thinking skills, and a
discussion of short- and long-term strategies for strengthening the
teaching of critical thinking. Research contributions include a
survey of 278 teachers concerning their opinions and practices
regarding the teaching of problem-solving skills, and a finding that
brainstorming-like sessions significantly enriched biology students'
ability to inquire into scientific problems. Accounts of programs
include an analysis of the kinds of thinking taught in current
programs and a description of a program to teach thinking skills that
identifies 34 mental activities. Also included is a description of
three computer programs that generate a variety of problems for
students to solve as a means of developing higher-level thinking
skills. (MLF)
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important and should he taught in sc hook, 64 newer» said it
wasn't strvssod in their teacher preparation classes, and 62 per( ent
said it hadn't been stressed in their districts' inservice sessions.

The researchers found that older, more experien«.d teat hers
tend to teach problem solving more than do younger, less experi-
enced teachers. Also, teachers who belong to professional organi-
zations are more likely to tea( h these skill than tea( hers who
don't.

Drum and Wells recommend placing greater emphasis on the
teaching of problem solving skills, especially in teacher training
courses, but also in district inservices. Distric is should also enccitir-
age their teachers to participate in professional organizations as
a further means of supporting this emphasis.

Hart, Leslie A. "1 he inc redible Brain: llow Does It
Solve Problems? Is Logic a Natural Process?" NASSP
flulletin. 67,459 (January 1983), pp. 36-41. EJ 274
298.

Educators who claim they are teaching students how to think
may actually only be teaching them how to solve puzzles. Further,
when educators "try to get students to think logically," they may
be hindering students' learning process. Hart realizes that what
he has to say about traditional approaches to learning "shocks
many people because we have been brought up to believe that
logic- is little short of holy."

An expert on the relation of the brain to education, Hart argues
that recently gained knowledge of how the brain functions has
placed "some old ideas" of the learning proc ess into disrepute.
The brain, he says bluntly, "was not designed for logic," that is,
thinking that follows "a simple, linear sequence of steps, each
leading to the next." Whereas logic goes down a single path, "the
brain operates along many paths simultaneously." Hart says, "If
I suddenly hand you a coconut, you do not have to consider first
its size, then weight, then color, then texture, and so on-the
brain automatic ally goes down all those paths and more', and
promptly de( ides, 'this is probably a coconut' ."

But when teaching students, educators commonly have ignored
the brain's multipath and multimodal (ability to use vision, hear-

ing, touch, etc., simultaneously) capacities. Educators who
learned strc h things as managing personal financ vs or writing es-
says in "a random style" are likely to try to teach those things in

an order that they "can claim is logical," while the school likely
demands ".; logical lesson plan," As Hart says, "We do not teach

the' way we' ourselves learned, but in just the opposite fashion."
Problems students are asked to solve are usually "artificial and

unrealistic...more properly called puzzles." Information is neatly

provided; there is only one right answer; and "most often a logical
solution is asked for or implied, and the student must demonstrate

how the solution was reached."
These' "brain-antagonistic" educational settings and methods

must Ix' replaced, Hart pleads, with approaches that are "brain-
compatible." Learning is a gradual process in which "the brain

builds on its own experience." Hart suggests that the best approach

may be' to assign students to v. irk out the solution to a real problem

of interest to them, such as designing "an ideal home study desk"

or "a system to finance school sports."
In guiding students toward the solution, the teacher can suggest

criefui rategies: define the answer so we will "know if we h.we
,.olved it"; consider alternative approaches; evaluate all informa-
tion "bit by bit"; and "then give the incredible brain opportunity
to solve it in its own way and its own time."

Hensen, Merrill. "Thinking Skills in the Cla.:s-
room: A Needed Basic in Education." Clearing

loos 56,2 (( Vtober 1982), pp. 60-63. F) 269 780.

In I96 I the Educ ational Policies Commission proposed that

"the c entral purpose of the sc pools was to develop the rational
powers of students." Yet Ilansen tears the popularity of the "back-
to-basics" movement may have eclipsed the' prominence shown
to thinking skills. Mastery of facts in isolation is insufficient, asserts
I it111.4.11, because fa( is don't exist in isolation, Inn rather art' inter-
related. Therefore the thinking skills ne«,ssary to manipulate,
analyze, and synthesize' information are also basic to education.

Thinking skills include such funs tions as concept formation,
interpreting, inferring, generalization, and application (it prim I-
pie's. Hansen says that these skills c an In' en( uraged ross the

curriculum in all subjects that are taught. Classroom tea( hers c an
encourage the development of thinking skills both in the mode of
their pre'se'ntation and in the' variety of their learning
"Children should learn to perform a numlx.r of intellectual oper-
ations such as solving problems effic iently, des( ribing phenomena

a« tamely, and analyzing ideas rigorously."
Hansen concludes: "True mastery inc hides the ability to think fio-3

about the 'how?' and the' 'why?' as we'll as the 'what ?'."

Lazarowitz, Reuven, and Huppert, Yehuda. "De-
veloping Creative Thinking Skills in Secondary
School Biology Students." American Biology
Teacher, 42,4 (April 1980), pp. 226-28. EJ 222 498.

"Suppose you are working in a drug factory and you receive a
grant for developing an effective medicine against a specific dis-

ease. What are the data that you will look for before you start to
carry out scientific experiments for developing such a medic inc.?"
Lazarowitz and Huppert gave this problem to two groups of high
school biology students to see what etfet t different teaching ap-
proaches would have on their students' problem solving ability.

In the previous unit of study concerning the life of bacteria and

cell staining techniques, the experimental group was presented

with a problem and then encouraged to offer as many ideas,

suggestions, reactions, and hypotheses as possible'. The teacher
guided and encouraged the discu,sions to) keep them going in
fruitful directions. The' control group, on the' other hand, was
conducted with regular c lassroom-laboratory instal( tion
techniques. Student participation was encouraged only as far as

it was necessary for mastery of the subject content.
When these same groups were given the above problem, student

answers we're' analyzed for flume y (h )W many answers), flexibility
(how many different kinds of answers), and originality (answers
not given by any other students). It was found that the experimental

group generated more possible factors, of greater diversity, and
with more originality. For example, eight original answers were
generated by the experimental group as opposed to one by the
control group. The authors concluded that the' training of students

to "conduct open, broad discussions, similar to brainstorming
sessions" significantly enriched their ability to inquire into scien-

tific problems.

Nickerson, Raymond S. "Kinds of Thinking Taught
in Current Programs." Educational Leadership, 41,1
(September 1984), pp. 26-36. El number not yet
assigned.

Some thinking-skills programs emphasize what Nickerson terms

cognitive- process approaches." Those "assume that thinking abil-
ity depends on fundamental processes such as comparing, order-

ing, classifying, inferring, and predicting."
Other programs emphasize "heuristic-oriented approaches."

(Nickerson defines a heuristic as "an approac h to a goal that is

believed to have a good chance, but not certainty, of success.")
Example's of heuristic s for problem soh ing are representing a prob-

lem with a diagram or graph, restating or reformulating the prob-

, and breaking down the pioblem into smaller parts.
Still other programs reflect Jean Piaget's view that cognitive



development (i« ors in stages and that the ability to perform formal
or abstrac t operations normally is acquired after the ability to
pertorm a on( roe operations. These programs seek to bring stu-
c1(9its stilt k in the l tine rote operattons stage into the formal oper-
ations stage

I . the Ph ilosoph for Children program is a good example
ot a program that wok...lode\ clop thinking skills by getting students
to think about the c ham( teristic s of good and bad thinking.

Related to these programs for the teaching of thinking are writing
textbooks that view writing not only as a vehicle for thought, but
also as a means of developing it. Similarly, the teaching of com-
puter programming, espec laity with the language LOGO, is "pro-
totypi( al 01 many cognitively demanding tasks."

O'Brien, Thomas C. "Software of the Sec ond-and-a-
Half Kind." Classroom Computer Learning, 4,2
(September 198.1), pp. 31-34, EJ 287 202.

Software of the second-and-a-half kind is educational software
that neither uses the computer as a tutor for tutorials and practice,
nor uses it as a tool for such purposes as word processing, nor
even uses it for dis«wery purposes such as with Logo, but rather
uses the computer to randomly generate a variety of problems for
the students to solve as a means of developing higher level thinking
skills. The three programs described hwe are Billiard Ball, Taxman,
and Teasers by Tobbs. Each program gives students different kinds
of math problems that require them to utilize different problem
solving strategies.

In Billiard Ball students must use such thinking skills as planning
ahead, analyzing, using a model, and identifying patterns. "In
Taxman, students use and extend their knowledge of factors,
primes and divisibility. More importantly, they construct, test, and
refine a strategy," says O'Brien. And Teasers by Tobbs "helps the
student invent and practice several problem-solving skills: working
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backwards to solve a prohlem, working within the onstraints of
a problem, developing c gains of thought and tollowmg them to
their conclusion, not to mention deciding how to approach a
problem."

O'Brien notes that these kinds of activities c an he done with
paper and pen( II, too, but the speed with whit h the omputer
an generate problems, and the patien«, of the «mmuter in letting

students exploit' one approac h and then try again are attributes
that may fa( ilitate these kinds 01 a( tivities be( owing a regular part
of the' ( urriculum.

Olson, Lynn. "On Aristotle, Pixie, and the Art of
Logic al Talk'." Education Week, September 5,
1984, pp.117,1.67-68.11number not yet assigned.

By "basic skills" educators usually mean reading, writing, and
arithmetic. Some, however, suggest that thinking and reasoning
skills are even more basic to students' educational succes
Matthew Lipman asserts in this interview that reading and writing
are dependent on thinking skills; he has therefore developed a
program called Philosophy for Children to enhance those skills at
both the elementary and the secondary level.

In trying to define "thinking skills," Lipman arid his colleagues
have come up with 34 mental activities such as making inferences,
deciding, remembering, making distinctions, and detecting part/
whole fallacies. The way to teach these components, he believes,
is to enwrap them in contexts that are interesting and meaningful
to children and young adults. Novels provide such a context.
Lipman tries to make sure that the issues dealt with at e ,ch grade'
level are relevant to students at that level.

Student participation is essential; Lipman believes that children
learn through discussion. As they listen to each other, challenge
assumptions, md discern inferences in the midst of purposeful,
guided discussions, they are internalizing thinking skills.

When Lipman arid his colleague's taught thinking skills to an
experimental group of students for a period of 8 months, these
students gained 14.5 months in reasoning ability (as measured by
the New Jersey Test of Reasoning Skills), compared with a control
group that gained an average of 8 m)nths.

0
Paul, Richard W. "Critical I hinking: Fundamental
to I duo ation for a Free So( iety." I thn ()nom! leader-
ship, 41,1 (September 1984), pp. 5-14. LI number
not yet assigned.

The topic of critic al thinking is in reasingly becoming one that
sc hoot administrators an'l ignore. At «nding to Paul, the Califor-
nia State Department of Education is preparing to test critical
thinking skills as part of its test of reading, written expression,
math, and social studies abilities for all eighth - grade' pupils. How
can teachers and school systems help their students meet these
new mandated requirements?

Paul advocates short-term and long -term strategies for
strengthening the teaching of critical thinking. The' short-term strat-
egy involves the teaching of critk al/analytical vocabulary suc h
premise, reason, conclusion, inference, and so forth within the
regular content curric ilium where these terms can be applied ap-
propriately as they are learned. The' realization of this strategy will
require tea( her training and the acquisition of appropriate re-
sources.

Paul advises school officials to make available nationally
normed tests siu h as 11w Watson-Glasser and the' Cornell Critic al
thinking lest so that tea(h.'rs ( an iefer to them as models of test
questions. Tea( hers should also be enmuraged to attend profes-
sion d «mleronces on this topic . Administrators ( an help further
by .'stahlishing a whoolwide attitude favorable to reasoning
th-ough c or .ices 10 problem solution, say, Paul.

Paul's lor 'rill strategy is to develop a "(hale( ti( al" approat



to problem solution. This involves what he terms "clialogi( al
reasoning" thinking t rite ally and ref limit ally within opposing
points of view. I his ability to data( h oneself in order to really
"hear" opposing lines of reasoning is very much intrinsic to our
c harm ter and is therefore not a skill that an be taught in a six-week
unit. It is also quite distinct trom the approach usually followed
in solving tec link al problems where st ientists seek to isolate the
problem and work within a system as closed as possible. Paul
notes, "When we think dialectically we are guided by prim iples,
not procedures."

Sternberg, Robert I. "I low Can We Teach Intelli-
gence?" Educational l cadcrship, 41,1 (September
1984) pp. 38-48. El nuniber riot yet assigned.

Sternberg reports that, contrary to the assumptions reflected in
IQ tests, intclligence is not a fixed, immutable characteristic of
an individual. Rather, recent research has shown intelligence can
he taught. Three programs that claim to do just that are the Instru-
mental Enrichment program, the Philosophy for Children program,
and the Chicago Mastery Learning Reading program.

Instrumental Enrichment is intended to improve cognitive func-
tioing related to the way students perceive, elaborate Oil, and
express information. The exercises train students with tasks very
similar to those en(intered in a traditional intelligence test. It

does not attempt to teach either specific items of information or
formal, operational, ahstra( t thinking, says Sternberg.

"Philosophy for Children consists of a series of texts in which
fit tiona ( hildren spend a considerable portion of their time think-
ing about thinking and about ways in which better thinking ( an
be distinguished from poorer thinking." As students read the texts
and engage in classroom discussions and exercises that follow the
reading, they begin to identify with the ( haracters and thus "to
join in the kinds of thinking depicted in the program." Thinking
skills %tic h as formulating cause-effect relationships, identifying
underlying assumptions, ind working with analogies are integ-
rated into different content areas till( h as art, tic( loll studio's, and

ien«.. says Sternberg.
he Chic ago Mastery I earning Reading program "emphasiles

learning strategies and study skill." Sternberg notes that "the in-
strut tonal units begin with simple, «int roe, literal and familiar
material and pro( eed to the more t oiiiplt'x, abstract, inexplicit
and unfamiliar material." I Ike the two previously mentioned pro-
grams, this one also directly teaches cognitive skills. But it differs
in that it resembles typit al t lassroum urrit ulum more than the
other two; in fact, it fits in as the reading component of the cur-
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rit slum. Sternberg says, "Instruc thin is done in groups. w ith into)
victual remediation as net essaiy" ()tits of the' ways that it is said
to differ from traditional instrut tion is in the frequent use of sys-
tematic tormative and diagnostic testing within em h Intitrul tonal
unit.

Vye, Nancy J., and Bransford, John D. "Programs
for Ica( hint; Ihinking." /ducat/ow/ leadership.
19,1, (October 1981), 1)1).26 28. f 12 51 75D.

Consider the following problem: 'There ars, !hree separate,
equal-size boxes, and inside eac. h box there are two separate small
boxes. Inside each of the small boxes there are four even smaller
boxes. Flow many boxes are there altogether r' Vye and Bransford
note that "the only mathematics required for the solution of this
problem is simple addition. Nevertheless, many students who can
add columns of numbers have difficulty determining which num-
bers they should add (some merely add three plus two plus four)."

The authors argue that students need more than just feedback
on whether their answer was right or wrong. Teachers need to
help students analyze the processes involved in solving problems.
"Students need to he helped to analyze and evaluate their own
thought processes so they can avoid potential errors." Developers
of "thinking skills" programs are attempting to do just that, say
Vye and Bransford.

The authors report on three stn( h programs: Analytii al Reason-
ing, Instrumental hirichment, and Philosophy for Children.
Allah/1k al Reasoning ant mirages students to "think aloud." Work
ing in pairs, one student assumes the' role of the problem solver,
while the other plays a friendly t rim . As the problem solver yer
babies his or her thoughts while solving the problem, the ( HO(
"monitors these thoughts to ensure that he problem solver reads
the problem correc tly, explic itly notes eat Ii step toward solution,
and c he( ks the a« Lira( y of eat h step in the thinking."

Instrumental Emit hnient and Philosophy for Children also em-
phasize thinking pro«,sses. But instead of thinking aloud, students
in these programs "analyze their strategies tor solving various
problems" .1 rid then "evaluate the strategies as a group." Vye and
Bransford observe that "students' errors often stem from their fail-
ure to adequately specify the nature of a problem and to identity
the information relevant to its solution, so a great deal of emphasis
is placed on problem definition,"
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